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By Cindy Smercina

Surf Reporter

Student rep
urges interest
in fee monies

Dennis
Bottonari.
student
representative to the Board of
Trustees, said he is tired of
after-the-fact interest in the work
of the Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations (ACGFA).
"I think I would have to say that
the greatest majority of people are
aware of the words 'Advisory
Committee
on
General
Fee
Allocations.' but few people
actually know what the committee
does and what its responsibilities
are." Bottonari said. "People are
apathetic until it affects them."
The
13-member
ACGFA
allocates about $2.3 million from
student general fee monies to
various campus organizations. The
organizations
make
formal
presentations of their requests to
the committee. ACGFA then
suggests how much money actually
should be allocated to each
organization.

EVERY TIME we run into the
same
problems."
Bottonari
explained. "People go up before the
advisory board, don't get the
allocation they want and complain.
I'm looking for some of these
people who continually criticize to
apply for a position on the board."
Seven undergraduate students
serve on ACGFA. Applications are
available now through Oct. 17 in
Bottonari's office. 405 B Student
Services
Bldg.
A
screening
committee then decides which
seven applicants actually will serve
on the committee
Last March several campus
organizations
appealed
their
ACGFA allocations after they were
denied funds or their budgets were
trimmed
significantly.
They
included the Black African Peoples'
Association. Black Board of
Cultural Activities. Black Student
Union. La Union de Estudiantes
Latinos and the Graduate Student
Senate.

"Students have a chance for
representation on an influential
committee, but the response isn't
there." Bottonari noted. "In
reality, on a 13-member committee
with seven student members they
do have an authoritative position."
After
formal
presentations
winter quarter by all groups
requesting general fee allocations,
ACGFA recommends to the
University's Educational Budget
Committee how much each group
should receive.
The
Educational
Budget
Committee reviews and can approve
or alter ACGFA's suggestions. The
budget then proceeds to University
President llolhs Moore Jr. and the
Board of Trustees for their
approval.
The screening committee looks
for "people with time and who can
be decisive-ones who can analyze
the situation and sort out the
facts." according to Bottonari.

THe BG news

An
Independent
Student
Voice

"It's mostly upperclassmen who
get the positions, and for a logical
reason. They understand the
University better and how thing* lit
in. You need time and experience
to allocate funds so the entire
student body gets use out of them.
That's what makes the job difficult.
You have to worry about 15,000
people and their interests," he said.
Other members of the committee
include two graduate students and
four faculty-staff representative*.
BOTTONARI SAID it is fairly
unusual for a university to give
students a voice in the allocation of
general fee monies. "A lot of
universities leave it completely up
to the faculty." he said.
ACGFA has been criticized in
the past as representing only one
part of campus. "But last year, we
had females, males, blacks, greeks
and
independents."
Bottonari
noted. "How diversified can you
make seven people?"
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Dorm government
takes new turn
By (Midi Bloom

Sit-in

Dr. Louis Katzner presides over the sit-in at the Administration Building yesterday.
Katzner'i philosophy class was protesting the conditions they endured in their
regular classroom, 105 Hanna Hall. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)

Residence hall government is taking
a new turn with the recent formation
of the Residence Hall Association
(RHA).
Under the current direction of Rose
Adams. Ashley Hall director, the new
organization plans to be a voice for
those students living on campus,
including students residing in greek
living units.
"Residence
hall
governments
usually die out by the middle of the
year and we' wanted to create
something that would last. We want to
increase feedback from students and
create positive changes in residence
hall life," Adams explained.
There is strength in numbers and
RHA was started to provide this,
Adams said. "RHA's purpose is
divided in half with one part devoted
to building inter-dorm communication
and the other to channeling and
researching complaints about rules and

Class stages sit-in

Room conditions protested
By Patricia Sinn
Staff Reporter
Students in Dr. l-ouis Katzner's
Philosophy 101 class exercised their
collective power yesterday by staging a
sit-in
on
the
steps of the
Administration Bldg. The reason for
concern was that the students
considered their classroom. 105 Hanna
Hall, to be unfit for instructional use.
"Everybody's been upset." said
Traci Hanger, sophomore (Ed.). "We
feel we're not getting our money's
worth. We can't sec in that room and
we can't hear because the microphone
doesn't always work. And it's been
about 90 degrees in there."
"WE WROTE letters and a couple
of us (alked with the vice provost,"
Hanger said. Apparently no action was
taken, she noted.
Renee Wiggins, freshman (A&S).
said "We talked about the conditions
in class." She said the room smelled
like plaster and that construction
workers outside the building using
jackhammers made so much noise that
the class moved to Prout Chapel.
"We want a room where we can
communicate with each other."

News index
An index of The News, dating
back to the I920's, has been
compiled by Dorothy Donnells at
the University Archives, 310
Library.
Donnells has been working on
the project for nearly six months,
and students now will be able to
locate past University and city
information by checking an index
card and locating the desired
newspaper instead of guessing the
date of publication. Each card has a
brief description, page number and
date of a particular article.

Wiggins said the idea for a sit-in
came up Tuesday and that the class of
200 supported it.
"We thought it would be the most
effective way to solve the problem."
Wiggins said.
University Provost Kenneth Rothe
met with the class on the steps of the
Administration Building to discuss the
problem. Dr. Katzner suggested that
the group move to "the scene of the
crime" to demonstrate the situation.
Dr. Rothe explained to the students
that he had been unaware of the
problem but had begun searching for
alternatives as soon as Dr. Katzman
spoke with him Tuesday.
"THIS ROOM has a history of being
uncomfortable, as I found out," he
told the crowd.
"We expected construction work to
be completed by the beginning of this
quarter, but as it stands now, it seems
we will be lucky if it's done by the end
of this quarter."
He outlined the causes of some of
the room's discomforts and said there
were only four rooms on campus large
enough for big lecture classes. The
other three were filled at the class's
meeting time.
But Dr. Rothe suggested that the
class meet in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre, University Hall. "The lighting
is not superb, but it will be more
comfortable and there won't be any
jackhammers," he said.
He mentioned that the Grand
Ballroom of the Union was another
possibility: but that the acoustics
there were poor.
Dr. Rothe said he had formed a
committee to examine 105 Hanna Hall
and form preliminary plans to
renovate it so that it would be suitable
for class use.
Meanwhile, he apologized for the
inconvenience to the class. Other
clases that meet in Hanna also will be
given the option of meeting in the
theatre".
In a question and answer session

following Dr. Rot he's explanations, a
student asked if there would have been
any action had the students not staged
the sit-in.
DR. ROTHE said that the problem
would have been solved sooner, but
that he was not aware of it until Dr.
Katzner talked to him. Even if Dr.
Katzner had not accompanied the
group, Dr. Rothe promised that action
would have been taken as soon as he
had found out about the situation.
Dr. Katzner commented that he
wished the University was more
responsive at a lower level to problems
so that these problems would surface
more quickly. He said that no one
should have to go all the way to the
top to air a complaint.
Students asked Dr. Rothe why the
conditions in Hanna were unnoticed
and why classes were scheduled in a
room under construction. Dr. Rothe
answered that the University had
expected the construction to be

finished and that he reacted to the
problem as soon as he became aware
of it.
Dr. Katzner later said he had
drafted a letter of complaint to the
provost which was to be signed by
other teachers who use the room. He
read it to his class and told them he
thought "nothing would come of it,"
but that student involvement might
bring more immediate results.
DR. KATZNER said the idea of a
sit-in was suggested by students and
that he did not believe he did anything
to instigate it.
"I told them to write letters, talk to
people and have their parents
complain," he said. He agreed to the
sit-in because "that was the way the
students chose to express themselves."
A meeting is scheduled tomorrow
with the provost and.those who teach
in 105 Hanna Hall. Preliminary
renovation plans will be suggested.

regulations concerning residence hall
life."
THERE ARE 21 representatives
from residence halls, one member
from Panhcllinic Council and one frptn
Intctfraternity Council. Adams said
that more members from residence
halls can join and each greek unit can
be represented separately if they so
desire.
The tentative structure of RHA
consists of four committees led by
student chairpersons who will be
elected in the next few weeks.
The communications committee
was designed to aid 'he flow of
information between living units. A
newsletter was suggested to keep
students informed #about different
residence halls'events.

To prevent recent duplication and
poor timing of social events, the
program committee will keep members
of RHA up to date on each other's
activities.
THE POLICIES committee will
research resident complaints and
contact the appropriate administrators
for action. Adams said this committee
will try to find out the whys of
situations.
The committee on hall council
extension will facilitate the exchange
of
ideas
for
individual
hall
governments.
Meetings are scheduled every other
week with the first at 4 p.m. Oct. 21
in Founders Quad. Main Lounge.

More competition
urged in airlines
WASHINGTON
(AP) -• President
Gerald Ford asked Congress yesterday
to
increase competition among
scheduled airlines by giving them more
freedom to raise and lower fares and
by enabling them to start service on
routes they currently cannot serve.
"The overriding objective of the
proposed legislation is to insure that
we have the most efficient airline
system in the world and the American
public is provided the best possible
service at the lowest possible cost."
Ford said in a message to Congress.
The proposed legislation, in the
works for more than a year, would

Weather
Considerable cloudiness with a
chance of showers today and
tonight. Highs in the upper 60s
and low 70s, lows in the upper
50s and low 60s.
Tomorrow partly cloudy with a
chance of showers. Highs in the
low to mid 60s. Probability of
rain 40 per cent today and
tonight.

severely limit the authority of the Civil
Aeronautics Board (CAB) to regulate
airline fares.
IT WOULD ALLOW air carriers to
raise their rates no more than 10 per
cent in the first year after the bill is
passed. Airlines seeking a higher
increase would be subject to the
lengthy CAB hearings on whether such
a hike was justified.
Airlines would be allowed to lower
their fare on any route by up to 20 per
cent in the first year. The rates could
be lowered to 40 per cent below
existing rates after the first year.
However, the CAB would have
authority to suspend a reduction if it
had cause to believe that the new fare
would be so low that it would not
cover the cost of providing the service.
This proposal is designed to keep
airlines from engaging in predatory
pricing-lowering its fares below cost in
hopes of driving out a competitor.
THE
PROPOSED
legislation,
outlined
by
Secretary
of
Transportation William Coleman at a
White House briefing, also would allow
new airlines to service areas where
they were previously restricted.

A clever romanticist puked hat
Corvette behind the Union with
this thoughtful message to the
world attached. (Newaphoto by
Dan Feicht)
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eprreRiat-s
grade inflation
merits discussion
University President Hollis Moore, Jr. has demonstrated insight by
discussing the problem of grade inflation at the University during
Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting.
"Grade inflation is the tendency for average grades to go higher
while performance remains the same," according to Dr. Sheldon
Halpern, vice provost for faculty affairs.
Grade inflation at the college level is disastrous and has serious and
far-reaching effects. Good grades do nothing to enhance the value of
a college education if every student can show the same high marks on
his grade reports.
There needs to be some type of grade discrimination to separate
those students who are dedicated in their course work from those
students who merely slide through classes. Eventually these lazy
students will graduate with a decent, if not fairly impressive, grade
transcript that is no indication of academic achievement.
Grade inflation is unfair to those students who deserve better
grades. Marks soon will be meaningless in a flood of awesome A's
pouring from this school.
Professors should not hand out good grades to insure good student
evaluations at the end of the quarter. Professionals that they are,
college instructors need not fear student evaluations if their teaching
is adequate and effective. Professors who succumb to student
evaluation threats with high marks do a disservice to their own
credibility and to the credibility of their students.
If grade inflation continues at this University, a degree from
Bowling Green will be insignificant and no precise indication of
learning. Concerned faculty and staff members as well as students
should support Dr. Moore in his concern over the pressing grade
inflation problem.

X

AFTER

cheerleading symbols] <l

Cheerleader - a careful examination
of the word is not necessary in order
to derive its meaning.
It is a person, female or otherwise,
whose purpose it is to lead a crowd in
a simultaneous vocal uprising
hereafter known as a cheer - designed
to stimulate the home team or
intimidate the opposition.
But what happens when the crowd
no longer responds to "hold that line"
or "first and ten, do it again?" Then,
apparently, the need for cheerleaders
becomes non-existent.
Such is the case at this University. If
you were in attendance at Saturday's
football doldrums against Western
Michigan University, it became evident
that the crowd failed to respond to the
bellows which emerged from the
cheerleaders' megaphones. The fact is
that the fans totally ignored their
spiril-spurring attempts.
Perhaps it is because students have
been blunted by the tremendous
amount of football they see week after
week on television, or maybe it is
simply because it all seems so corny whatever the reason, students no
longer actively participate in the
rah-rah spirit of organized cheering.
The
cost
of
uniforms,
transportation and meals for the
cheerleaders takes S750 to $1,000
annually from the University general
fee budget, and therefore is a minimal
expense. However, the Black African
Peoples' Association, a group which
has sponsored a number of fine
cultural activities, only recieved $700
last year from that very same budget.

. AGREES TO CONTINUE THE TAX CUT AND RESTRAIN ITS SPENDING, I'D
ASK OUR CONGRESSMAN OVER R3R DINNER SOME EVENING.'

Lerrers
remember
porgy and bess
Remember Porgy? The cripple
beggar of Catfish Row. who fell sanely
in love with Bess, the oppressed
working woman,
wife of the
bull-moose stevedore Crown?

evening and went off to jail to pay.
While back on the home front, where
all should be cool, a snake stole Bess
away. Though Porgy's time was short,
his sentence really was long. For when
he would reach home, he would find
his Bess was gone.
Yeah, that was ole Porgy. Went off
to New York, so they say. that's where
Bess went • so they told Porgy - and
then he went off that-a-way.

Yeah! You remember Porgy. He
used to live in a one-room efficiency
where Bess found refuge when Crown
left town after killing a man.

The reason I quest of Porgy and
Bess, I wonder, docs love like this still
exist?

WeU, Porgy fell in love with Bess. A
kind untold these days. Both Porgy
and Ben had to prove their love and
they did it in many, many ways like
combatting drugs, denying a hurricane,
adopting a child one dark and rainy
night. Their warmth did smolder,
chilled winds found flames and their
love grew on "out-of-site1"

Saturday Oct. I I. Mojo Theater, the
Black Student Union and the Student
Development Program are sponsoring a
bus to Detroit to see the classic black
opera Porgy and Bess. Round trip fare
and ticket cost is included in a S3
donation per student.
Today is the last day to make
reservations from 4-7 p.m. in the Joe
E. Brown Theater box office.
University Hall.

So, when Crown came back to claim
his need, his wrongdoings caught up
that knight. When trying to take the
love Porgy had found, man. they had a
terrible fight.
Crown was huge, like the ox he was,
with hands strong and sure. While
Porgy, a cripple with only his love, yet
determined and devoted pure.
WeU, Porgy killed Crown that

William Jackson
99S South Main No.60

out in the open
The U.S. Senate may vote as early
as this week on Senate Bill 5. The
Senate Rules Committee has voted a
meaningless substitute for open

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall.

Mark Dodosh

News Editor

ff

While the ABC Television Network
on its Saturday college football
coverage frequently cuts away from
the action on the field to flash a
bouncy pom-pom waving coed onto
the screen, it generally can be
conceded that this is done to break up
the monotony of the game with a line
of breasts and legs rather than to show
the importance of cheerleading to the
game's outcome.
Have you ever wondered why you
rarely see an ugly cheerleader'1

IN THE MIDDLE arc the
government regulators who don't
understand why they should be
dragged into the controversy. And on
the outside we have us. (he members
of that amorphous, confused mob
which calls itself the public.
The eco-maniacs are saying if you
don't ban the squirt cans, you'll all
die. The manufacturers are saying if
you do ban the can you'll all be out of
work. The regulators aren't saying, and

we're at it. why not a vote of
confidence for Coach Nehlen?

The Senate should vote to restore
the Chiles-Roth proposals for open
Senate Committee meetings in the
executive branch agencies.

But this would only hasten Dandy
Don's long - awaited debut as an
insurance salesman and God knows we
already have too many of those.

Senator Taft is a co-sponsor,
however, both he and Senator Glenn
should IICJI -iiinii you if you're really
interested
in
the
government
conducting business in the open. Write
• requesting their votes on the above
and get the government into the
sunshine.

Doug Lewis
139 South College

where are
the falcons?
Whatever happened to the Falcons?
It's as if the name never existed. All 1
hear now is "Big Orange" this and
"Think Orange" that.
I myself have always liked the
Falcon tradition with its symbol and
spirit, and I, as a paying student was
never consulted on the change nor can
I find anyone who was.
When the name was switched from
just plain Falcons to the "Fighting
Falcons" (you had to use both words
for any credit), 1 didn't protest, but
this last is too much.
How
those
overpayed
and
underworked PR men from the Ad
building thought this up, 111 never
guess. Why wasn't the student body
involved (i.e. Stanfords Indians voted
to Stanford Cardinals)?
I would like to see a student
referendum on this matter and while

After all, impressionable high school
boys (and even college men) attending
Falcon football games take a gander at
the cheerleaders and generalize that
there are a lot more women like lhat
roving around this campus. University
officials, no doubt, would rather have
these boys associate the term "foxes"
with BG women than the word
"losers."
Perhaps it is symbolic that

cheerleaders still use megaphones to
shout their incantations at the fans.
Rudy Vallcc used a megaphone back
in the days of raccoon coats when
cheerleaders really did lead crowds in
tremendous cheers.

Raccoon coats and Rudy Vallee's
megaphone have gone the way of the, j
dinosaur, but cheerleaders, like the
iguana, have survived the ages despite
outliving their usefulness.
Then again, if we did not have
cheerleaders, our children would not
be able to comprehend the late night
movie where the football captain and
the head cheerleader fall in love
despite the bothersome antics of some
greasy-haired motorcycle jockey.
And what would happen to our
nation's
tomato
production?
Somebody has lo be there to throw
ihem.

owning the masses

WASHINGTON - Now
the
squirt-can industry is having lo fight
off the environmentalists. You may
recall that about a year ago the
eco-maniacs told us the gas which
propels the ersatz, whipped cream-like,
near-food, dairy-derivative product out
of the can was floating up lo the sky
and
doing
something to the
atmosphere which would give us
cancer.
The conservatives screamed lhat this
last environmental scare story was
really too farfetched, but since then
more data has come in and it appears
thai the eco-maniacs could be right.
The ensuing battle has divided the
society in the usual way when ihe
fight is health versus dollars.
In favor of a ban on squirt-cans is
ihe upper-income, egg-head minority
which has a class bias against applying
aerosol perfume to its armpils anyway.
Over on the other side is an alliance
of
squirt-can
manufacturers,
confectioners of underarm deodorants
and the industrial chemists who
produce whipped cream look-alikes
from magnesium, sine and oil refinery
drippings

meetings in the Senate, which should
be rejected.

Jim Copley .coordinator
5th Congressional Dist.
4775 McCutchenville Pk.
Fostoria, Ohio

Although persons who select the
cheerleading squad will never admit it.
the probable reason is that a not-soattractive girl does not make as good a
representative of the University as
does a pretty girl.
If there are two girls with equal
cheerleading talenls vieing for the
remaining slot on the squad, you can
bet lhat the prettier girl will make the
team.

two kinds

the public is asking why it should have
to choose between unemployment and
cancer.
The outcome will be the predictable
compromise which the newspaper
editorialists will call statesmanlike: a
little
cancer
and
a
little
unemployment. Our distrust for
nationally advertised brands will be
heightened as will oui hatred for the
eco-maniacs for continually finding
these things out and telling us.
A belter, more satisfactory way of
handling these problems must be
found.
There's a simple one at hand. Sell
Ihe environment. Sell Ihe air. Sell il
off the way the government sold off
the radio frequencies, because our
trouble stems from ihe fact that wc
have socialized or nationalized air,
government-owned lakes and an
unclaimed sun.
LEFT-WINGERS AND their liberal
camp followers will protest, no. that's
the people's air. Yes, and look what
Ihe people have done with it. That
which is owned by everybody is
owned by nobody. which is why under
our present system of socialized
ownership of air no single individual or
corporation has a large-enough stake in
it to take care of the air and defend it.
Whit do you think would happen if
Howard Hughes owned the air and
General Motors slunk it up with Iheir
exhaust pipes and the squirt-can
people degraded its anti-cancer
qualities? Hughes would hit 'em with
Ihe biggest, multi-billion dollar damage
suit ever filed. He'd go to court, tell
the judge they're ruining his property
without compensating him for it. and
he'd get an injunction.
Under private enterprise thcGeneral
Air Corporation of America would
send each of us a monthly bill for the
use of Iheir property. If the quality of
what we're paying General Air for

declines, we can demand lower rates
for the inferior stuff they're selling us
lo breathe. That is what will provide
General Air with the economic
incentive lo keep ihe quality up.
When the entire environment is sold
off. polluting corporations will no
longer argue lhal clean air causes
unemployment. They'll either have to
spend money for anti-pollution
equipment or be billed extra by
General Air. which will spend the
money lo clean it and keep up the
value of its properly.
In either case, good environmental
practice will be considered just
another cost of doing business like
buying geraniums for the perfume
factory.
Not just air should be sold, but
everything. The sun first. Until Gulf
Oil or somebody like them can charge
for use of the sun's rays there will be
no progress in solar energy.
THE RIVERS SHOULD be sold
Neither Ihe Hudson nor the Mississippi
nor the Sacramento would be abused .
as they are now if they were private
property. Every factory discharging
putrid chemicals and every city
dumping sewage into a river Would be
billed by its owner for the costs of
cleaning it up plus a reasonable profit,
of course.
Ideally, Ihe way lo protect people's
health is to sell the people loo. The
corporations which are killing us have
more to gain by selling us poisons and
profiting from our long, expensive,
hospitalized deaths than they do by
keeping us alive. Alive we're only good
to them as customers, but wc breed so
rapidly one dead customer is instantly
replaced. Big business would have a
much higher regard for us if they
carried us on iheir books as a capital
investment lo be milked as an
inveslmenl lax credit and to be ■
properly maintained and amorlized
over the full three score and ten.
(Naturally, accelerated depreciation on
human beings would not be allowed
by the IRS )
For us to achieve a long, full and
healthy life, lo clean up the
environment, to repudiate collectivist
tendencies in our politics and to
perfect the free enterprise system,
what we need is slavery.

of traitors
Nine
thousand one hundred
sixty-seven and 28,000 left for Canada
and fled the draft. The draft was
established to fight our enemies.
Syllogism here has been established,
can we say with confidence that the
draft deserters were guilty of treason,
the latter being aid and comfort to the
enemy?
If this is false the charge brought
against Ford and Kissinger still would
be unbelievable; the point is: don't
trust Ford and the ones immediately
surrounding him such as Henry K.
As there are two classifications of
draft deserters and are there not two
kinds of traitors? That is the question.
Douglas Keith
4297 Main Street
Perry, Ohio

funds error
Yesterday's News editorial said that
capital renovation monies might be
used to help in construction of a
recreation center. In actuality, those
funds can be used only for renovation,
not construction.
'
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Street fighting ravages Beirut

local briefs
Correction

the News incorrectly reported yesterday that a
student does not need to be an Afro-American studies
major or minor to be selected for the African studies
abroad program. A student must be an Afro-American
studies major or minor to qualify for the program.

Closed
The University Bookstore will be closed Monday in
observance of Columbus Day.

Comedy film
The North Baltimore public library will present a free
comedy film. "The Lavender Hill Mob." at 7 p.m.
Saturday in the library.

SGA meeting
Members of the Student Government Association will
meet with Bowling Green city administrators at 2:30
p.m. today in the Alumni Room. Union. Among the
topics for discussion are a possible shuttle bus service
and Bicentennial events. The meeting is free and open to
the public.

Art exhibitions
Artwork from the faculty and students of Wright
State University"s art department will be on display at
the Ohio Board of Regents' office in Columbus
beginning Oct. 17. The exhibition, which will run
through Jan. 9, is part of the Regents Art Series.

Polarons
A theoretical physics seminar entitled "Theory of
Polarons in Semiconductors" will be presented by Dr.
K.K. Bajaj. a senior member of the National Research
Council of the Air Force Avionics laboratory.
The lecture is scheduled for .?;.'0 p.m. Monday in 269
Overman Hall.

Space lecture
Dr. Roger Ptak, associate professor of physics, will
give a presentation entitled "The Structure of Space: A
Rotund View." The lecture will be at .' p.m. tomorrow
in 269 Overman Hall.

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - Street fighting ravaged Beirut
yesterday after a five-day lull, and a state radio announcer
said. "We are losing Lebanon. Bloodmaniacs are at large."
The governor of Beirut imposed a citywide dusk-to-dawn
curfew.
Armed gangs of Moslems and Christians battled with
machine guns, mortars and grenades, inflicting more than
100 casualties and setting numerous fires, blackening the
sky over the port area with smoke.

Gay Union
sets program
Trying to clear up the
misconceptions about gay
people through a program
of public awareness is the
goal of the University's Gay
Union, according to a union
spokesman.
The
union.
a
University-sanctioned club
this year, has 50 members
consisting of students and
local
residents.
The
spokesman said the union is
continuing a program from
last year which sent union
members
to speak in
panel-type
classroom
discussions at a professor's
request.
The spokesman said the
union is considering an
expansion into community
services this year as part of
its
public
IWtfMMH
program.

Halloween party, a hay ride
and a swim party.
The union holds its
meetings
8-10
p.m.
Wednesdays in 203 Hayes
Hall.

In the
exploded
gathered
Fourteen
injured.

bloodiest incident Wednesday, a mortar shell
next to a bakery where worried citizens had
to stock up on bread after the fighting started.
persons were killed and more than 25 were

MORTARS AND rocket-propelled grenades landing in
the embattled Moslem suburb of Cluyah set a number of
fires. The Christian stronghold of Aslualich also was shelled
heavily.
A huge fire was started in warehouses near the port and
black smoke drifted over the downtown area. A nearby
market place of dozens of small shops also was sel on fire.
The clashes broke a ceasefire ai ranged last week. A new
cease-fire was announced by a committee set up to
coordinate security measures, but it. loo. was ignored. An
hour after the deadline, explosions and gunfire could be
heard in several areas of Beirut.
The state radio announcer said Wednesday evening "I
must admit the situation is getting worse. More victims,
more blood, more souls are reported squandered in vain
minute by minute."
Offices, banks and shops remained closed. Three
hospitals broadcast appeals for blood as the casualty toll
mounted. Beirut airport remained open but many mallM
airlines canceled flights to Lebanon. ^

CHYESE'BURGER

THE 18.000-maii Lebanese army has not intervened in
the snuggle, which reflect! a political and economic crisisMoslems socking a greatei than of power and a fairer
distribution of wealth from the wealthy Christian
establishment Both sides have private militias numbering in
the thousands.
Internal security forces have been unable to stop the
chaos which has cost the reeling, Lebanese economy, once
one of the healthiest in the Middle Hast even without oil
revenues, an estimated $2.S billion.

Grand Opening
Sale Celebration....

SOCIAL activities will be
expanded
this
year,
according to the spokesman.
Three dances were held last
year and all were successful,
he said. This year's first
dance
is
set
for 8
p.m.-midnight Saturday in
the
Ctmtdon
Room.
Union
Other activities in the
planning stage include a
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A super sale event to honor the opening of
our New Store in Findlay, Ohio.
All of these specials plus more big savers are
in the offering at both great locations.

Burger Chef Coupons!
DOUBLE

FIGHTING ALSO BROKE out anew between Moslems
in the northern port of Tripoli and Christians from the
neighboring town of Zagharta. One dead and 24 wounded
were reported.
The new lighting dashed hopes for peace that arose
during a live-day quiet period including the three-day
Moslem holida) of AI l-iti which ends a month of fasting.
Security forces had moved between the two sides in
trouble spois and dunng the lull, the cease-fire had been
marred only by scattered shooting and an unsuccessful
hijack attempt b\ Arab terrorist! at Beirut airport
Saturday.
Dozens of ceasefires have been broken since the fighting
started in April The battling has lead to the death about
b.000 persons

Come on down today and save!

A t>ig favorite only more of it
Two dehciout bee' patties each |
lopped with a tangy slice ot
a

2 FOR
OPEN: Monday Friday 10am to 9:00pm - Saturdoy 10am to 5:30pm

99P

G—4 o-l, •< M""1'*""! •«»»••* CK»*

* th m.i coupon
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ONLY
Our Banquet on a Bun1
Two beefburgers topped with
melted cheeae. our special
sauce and chopped lettuce

BIG SHEF
2 FOR

!S**<

99<?

.*■**<
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I PICKERING

^

SOUND PROJECT
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300 AM/f M STEREO RECEIVER
REG.
SALE
$199.95

s

124

*Fifh Ih't coupon MP"*'« *T■•*••'
' i I97S Bu'0«f 0»l Sutlini Inc

Three Days OnlylI
THURS.- FRI. - SAT.
Genuine American
Indian Jewelry
V2 PRICE

12

95

This versotile and well made receiver is the
perfect way to get started m real high fidelity
Wide 1M dial with tuning meter and
smooth as silk control knob plus sensitive and
selective FET circuitry provides crisp clear
reception of all broadcast signals. There s
more than enough power for almost any
efficient speoker system in normal listening
rooms A wide range of connections handles
turntable tope deck auxiliary 2 pairs of
speakers Heodphone |Ock Illuminated dial

E,lee£ej6ncc

Exquisite Silver and Turquoise

LASALLE*S

95

REG. $39.95

Pickering V IS 550E Diamond Stylus Magnetic
Cortridge. One of the best buys m the Pickering
l-ne Flot frequency response and excellent
tracking ability from I to 3 grams Diamond
stylus is of the proven elliptical design with
patented Dustomatic brush included.

REG.
$189.95

\CO
C^

We SOLIXJ better

NOW OPEN
Bowling Green '* Finest Shop
115 Clay Street
HERBS, TEAS, CALICO ITEMS,
CRAFTS, HERB BOOKS, SPICES, TOYS
Tue.- Sat.: 10:00 - 5:00

Electro-Voice EMS ?3 Speaker System
This 2 way system is one of our most popular
ever Decodes of Electro Voice research has
produced products of unmistakable quality
with total sound reproduction The EMS-24 s
achieve this with on advance design low
resonance 8
woofer ond a super wide
dispersion 2'i
tweeter m a handsome
wolnut finish cabinet
REG. $167.80

Corrard 82 — 3 speed Automatic Turntable
with low moss aluminum lonearm. cueing.
2 point record support patented syncro lab
motor. Base
dust cover and cortridge
included

195
FOR
♦ 0 minulti — 45 minuUt •ach fid*.
BASF lope is polished
during the
munufoctunng process to provide brilliant
sound reproduction ond to help take out
the tiny surface bump which contributes
to unwanted background noise. Polishing,
combined with BASF s advanced oxide
(cumulations brings out the kind ol sound
you wont

Superscope CD 302 Stereo Cassette Deck. With
the Dolby Noise Reduction System built in to this
superbly crofted machine the result is a
bnlliontly clean sound with noticeably reduced
tape hiss Features include automatic shutoff
provisions for chromium dioxide tope, digital
tope counter and a walnut cabinet.

SAGE &

K
i^
\f

$11.20
VALUE

SALE

Bowling Green

.

BASF
STUDIO
SERIES

REG.
$239.95

SALE

The quality's there, but the price Isn't. The
exciting Morontz Model 1060 stereo console
amplifier is craftmanship and engineering
excellence at its best With total reliability the
Morontz 1060 delivers 60 watts continuous RMS
into 8 ohm speakers from 20 Hz to 20.000 Hz.
with less than 0 5'B THD and frequency response
of +05 dB Professional features include
Stepped Three-Zone Tone Controls. Separate
Preomp Outputs ond Power Amp Inputs. Built-in
Automotic Protection for Output Circuitry and
Associated Speakers to provide years of
trouble-free service.

M PIOMEEf)
I *■»•*»■■■».
V* sou-id better

REG.
$574.70

419

95

The new Pioneer SX 434 AM/FM Stereo
Receiver combines practical power,
advanced features and high end performance for really impressive fidelity with
no audible distortion And what could we
match it more harmoniously with than a
pair of Morantx 4G speakers? They
feature on 8-inch woofer, a wide
dispersion tweeter
and of course.
Morontz quality For your records wave
included the PE 3015 automotic changer
equipped with the Shure M55E magnetic
cartridge. This changer with wood base
ond dust cover is recognized as ona of the
best available
featuring super low
tracking
damped cueing, ond pitch
control for precise speed adjustment ond
accuracy. And best of all, it sounds great.

Complete Service
And Repair On All
Hi-Fi Equipment
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* TONIGHT
ONLY !!

TONIGHT 1
ONLY!! *
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LASALLE S
COLLEGE NIGHT
YOU'RE INVITED!

Charge accounts
available to all BGSU
students. Apply and *
charge tonight!'.

7:00 to 10:00 P.M.
DOOR PRIZES

JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR
SPECIAL PURCHASE
Cotton Cord Pants
new fall colors
sizes 5-13
Sale 11.99

FAMOUS MAKER

SWEATERS

Brushed Denim Pants
2 styles- pocket and trouser

Pullover Style
Blue Green Beige

Navy only - sizes b-13
Sale 11.99

lizes 5-13

Sale 19.99 - 25.99

new fall colors
sizes S-M-L
Sale 2/$14

Calendar discussed

ASSORTED FAMOUS
MAKER JUNIOR
SEPARATES
choose from cotton knit
tops, shorts, tank tops,
skirts

COATS

Junior Co-ordinates
choose from denims,
poly, cotton, cotton
blends in jackets, pants,
skirts.
Sale .99 - 22.99

Junior Sweater Dresses
one & two piece styles

Junior Sample Coats
assorted fall styles, fur
trims, untrims, regular
& pant length

Sale 14.99 - 46.99

Sale

By Pat Thomas
Staff Reporter
In its llrst meeting of the
academic year. Academic
Council passed a resolution
to suspend classes on Martin
Luther King Day, Jan. 19.
in lieu of the suspension of
classes on President's Day.
Feb. 16.

.99 - 5.99

MISSES SPORTSWEAR
FAMOUS MAKER

MISSES

MISSES SIZES

to off co-ordinates
choose from pants, skirts,
blouses, sweaters

1

SPORTSWEAR CLEARANCE;

Pre-Washed Jeans
100% cotton

choose from pants, shirts,
sweaters, & playwear

sizes 8-18

3.99-12.99

[•

SWEATER RIOT

The change permits the
continuance of a 50-day
class schedule for winter
quarter and eliminates the
occurrance of two Monday
holidays during one quarter.

•

I
*

choose from
basics, novelties

•■

Sale 1.99 - 5.99

20% off

3.99 - 7.99

This change was made
possible by the recent
passage of Ohio House Bill
635.
The
bill
allows
universities to reassign up to
three recognized holidays to
different dates, provided
that holiday time is given to
civil service employes at
another date.

MEN'S
FAMOUS MAKER
TURTLENECKS

SALE

FLANNEL SPORT SHIRT

sizes M-L-XL
Sale 7.99

FAMOUS NAME
JEWELRY FOR MEN

Men's Print Shirts
long sleeve printed
sport shirt, acetate
and nylon blends

blue, yellow,
navy, white

Bracelets

Printed Cotton Flannel
bold plaid design

white, yellow metal
Sale 3.99

Sale 7.99

Sale 4.99

SALE

SWEATER CLEARANCE

Sam Hathaway, icnior (A&S), attempts to determine the species
of a particular common fly for an entomology assignment.
(Newsphoto by Michael Passarello)

study

Turtleneck Style

sizes S-M-L
Sale 8.99

SAVE 1/3 to 1/2

DRESSES

SWEATERS

THE COUNCIL discussed
the study of academic

calendar options. An ad hoc
committee has been formed
with representatives from
Toledo
University,
the
Medical College of Ohio at
Toledo and the University
to research possibilities for
future calendars.
According
to
Dr.
Kenneth Rothc. University
provost, the representatives
will act as "an information
gathering committee to get
the implications of shifting
calendars."
Academic
programs shared by the
schools will be studied *• to
the effects of calendar
change
Glenn
Van
Wormcr.
assistant Vice-president of
institutional planning and a
member of the ad hoc
committee, said a list of
questions regarding calendar
change is being drawn up
for
distribution
among
students, faculty and staff,
but will not be released
until all options have been
studied.
Van Wormer added that

an
academic
calendar
decision probably could be
reached in niid-Jumiary.
A PROPOSAL to create
an 11 -week summer quarter
was submitted by
Dr.
Annette Johnson, director
of the Center lor Continued
Learning.
The
proposal
called for the implcmenta
tion of a full week of
educational
workshops
offered foi credit before the
start of normal classes.
The council submitted
tiu; 'proposal
to
ilia
Academic
Calendar
Committee
for
further
study.
The academic validity of
courses providing more than
four or moie hours of credit
and conducted only once a
week also was discussed.
The reassignment of credit
hours based on the actual
number of classroom hours
was among the discussed
options. Further action was
postponed
pending
additional investigation.

HO' m CM HUTtM tMUUU <0H I
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LEATHER-LIKE JACKETS

Men's Slacks
dress and casual
solids and patterns

Men-s P.U.C.
brown, tan, 2 styles

sizes 36-46
Sale 14.99-19.99

Men's sweaters, crew
necks, turtles
V-necks, sleeveless
vests, fishermen's

Sale 7.99 - 12.99

TUBE SOCKS

It************

Orion and Nylon
white with asst. striping
one size fits all

Sale 7.99 - 22.99

BIKES
20 % OFF
the regular price of all
bikes in our stock

SALE
Component Systems
choose from wide selection
of styles from Electrophonic,
Panasonic. - all with AM/FM
stereo radio - 8 track tape
player, record changer

•

Now $88 - $166

SAVE 1/3 AND MORE
RADIOS
AM/FM portables
AM/FM table models
AM/FM clock radios,
digitals
Now $8 to $52

*************
EAT YOUR HEART OUT

MEL BROOKS

ABORTIONS
Starting Rate
$125

G.E. STYLER/DRYER

at

LASALLE*S
COLLEGE NIGHT SALE!
7-10 P.
•••^•••••••••••^•••••••^••••••^

Write a

CLOSE TO VOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNIQUES

Sale 3.99

GREAT BUYS

gripe?

1

Jl-24 week pregnancy
[terminated by
'(Licensed Gynecologist

400 watts of drying power
plus a wide tooth comb a
attachment for styling
2 heat settings

Just a sampling of the

Got a

I FOR SAL! *

.99

MORE GREAT SAVINGS!!
:
:
•
:
:
•
!

l DO IT

STARTS
FRIDA Y

}
*
*
*
*
*
*

OUT-BLAZES
BlAZIHG SADDUS"

Call Collect
1-216-631-1557
[24 HOUR SERVICE

letter
to the
editor

1616 E. WOOSTER

*

OPEN
SUN —THURS
FRI — SAT

4:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
4:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

30 MINUTE DELIVERY
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*
*

H352-5221

The Domino People are Pizza People,
period.
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Cyclists raise funds
Sigma Nu Fraternity did
a lot of bike peddling last
wc ic. They conducted a
bike marathon and earned
S996.90 for the Heart
Fund.
The marathon ran from
eight in the morning until
midnight
every
day.
Fraternity members rode a
total of 1,200 milei in 77
hours with about 40 men

participating.
The fraternity did not set
any goals regarding money
or miles. "We just wanted to
make as much money as
possible," said Daniel Allen,
bike marathon chairman.
Donations were made by
students.
faculty
and
numerous area businesses.
Students
and
faculty
contributed $734.40 and

area
merchants
gave
$262.50 to the cause.
This was the first bike
marathon since 1973. In the
past it was held in spnng
and ran continuously for
168
hours.
Previous
donations were made to
United Service Organization
(USO) during the Vietnam
War and to the U.S.
Olympic team.

At counseling center

Board seeks student input
By Jan Cordaro
Editorial Editor
Students interested in
helping other students can
accomplish their ambition
by volunteering services to
the
counseling center's
student advisory board.
Begun

last

year,

the

Plans set for homecoming
After long deliberation, the homecoming committee
Tuesday night came up with final plans for the "Big Orange
Weekend" at a cost of $2,700.
Starting off the weekend will be Happy Hours from 10
p.m.-l a.m. Oct. 23 in the Falcon's Nest of the Union, with
music provided by Universal Sound System. "Orange Eve,"
a celebration similar to a New Year's Eve party, is set for
midnight that Thursday.
Plans for a block party in the downtown area were
dropped after City Safety Director Howard Rutter spoke to
the committee.
ALTHOUGH RUTTER said "the city has no objection
to the party per se," he added that "the police department
cannot be expected to turn their backs on laws they have
sworn to uphold, such as the open container law."
The weekend will continue with more Happy Hours from
2-5 p.m. Friday.
There will be an "Orange-inal" sign painting and tree
decorating contest at 3 p.m. in the Union Oval.
A "Big Orange Snake Dance" beginning in front of the
Union will follow Happy Hours on Friday. It will be an
attempt to set a record for the Guiness Book of World

Records. The snake will wind through campus and end with
a dance and beer blast near the Student Services Building.
A fireworks display and bonfire is set for midnight
Friday at Sterling Farm.
THE RELEASE of orange balloons and decorating the
goal posts will be part of the festivities at Saturday's
football game. A national television commercial for the
Florida Citrus Growers Association might be produced
during the game.
The Loggins and Messina concert at 8 Sunday night in
Anderson Arena will conclude the "Big Orange Weekend."
A trip for two during spring break to Fort Lauderdale.
Fla. will be raffled off that weekend also. Tickets are 25
cents and will be on sale throughout campus.
There will be an orange stripe painted on the sidewalk
from the Union to the Stadium in commemoration of the
orange theme. It later could he used as a sidewalk divider to
keep bicyclists and pedestnans from running into each
other, committee members said.
In addition, about 5.000 bumper stickers will be handed
out during the celebration. The stickers will read "Orange
you glad you're in BG '.'"

**************************

if

SIGEP

MUD TUG
FRI. - 4:00 P.M.
STERLING FARMS

*

THE OBJECTIVE of the
student advisory board is to
let the students themselves
help in determining what
services should he provided
at the counseling center and
this acts a reciprocal way of
letting
the
University
community know what
services
are
currently
available, there, according
Petok.
"We anticipate a lot will
come from the student
advisor)' hoard." Petok said.
"Members will help design
programs and assess what

we at the center are
unaware of."
Sereno explained that
students whould sign up for
student advisory board
positions at (he counseling
center office, 320 Student
Services Bldg. Applicants
will be contacted and
committees formed from
the entire group. Committee
assignments will include
publicity,
research
and
survey teams. Petok added
that, "we will use anyone
who is interested in some
way. Students get a lot out
of this work."

Student advisory board
applications are open to all
graduate and undergraduate
students Sereno said, adding
that "for persons interested
in helping professions as a
career, this is a great «,i\ to
find out what mental health
delivery systems en ill
about."
Students arc encouraged
to get involved in counseling
center activities, Petok aid.
adding that the student
advisory board lUfaeMloni

PETOK
and
Serono
explained that interested
sophomore
and
junior
students who join the
student advisory board are
encouraged to gel involved
in peer counseling programs.
Peer counseling requires
training and a new course
will be offered this winter
quarter
through
the
environmental
studies
department in conjunction
with the counseling cental
labeled "Peer Counseling: A
Way of Helping."
___

What's
read the News

NOW- FINAL
WEEK!
EVE. at 7:30-9:30

CINEMA I

ENJOYED BY ALL WHO SEE IT!
GUARANTEED FUN ENTERTAINMENT.

Beer & refreshments available
(a 50 cent donation is asked)

OPEN TO ALL!

are taken into serious
consideration. Last year's
advisory
baord
recommended
physical
changes for the counseling
center office and more
student feedback. Both
these proposals are being
implemented this year.
Anyone needing further
infoi mation
about
the
cousehng center advisory
board should contact Petok
or Sereno at 372-2081.
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ALL PERFORMANCES
ALL SEATS $1.00

$1

NOW PLAYING
EVE. AT 7:15-9:30
! year 1843, John Sag~er. a boy of 13.
with his brothers and sisters including' an infant
•et off on one of the most incredible journeys in
American history. Xhi* is a true account of their
hazardous 2000 mile trek along the legendary
Oregon Trail in pursuit of a dream.

A TRUE STORY

DANCE CHANCE! \
Carnation Room, Union
8-12 p.m.
Sat., Oct. I 1. 1975

*

board will concentrate on
gaining more student input
regarding counseling center
services
and
programs,
according to counselors
Carol Petok and Gwen
Sereno
"We would hope that the
student advisory board
would be like a link or a
bridge between the center
and
the
University
community,"
Petok
explained. "A lot of the
work will be out on campus
interacting
with
the
students."
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NOW PLAYING

tonight

EVENINGS AT
7:15—*:45

5p.m. to midnight

and every Thcrs. night

NOW THE TOP
GROSSING FILM
OF ALL TIME!

» • o •

JAWS

Seven Alone
a DOTT DITTO raUasc

Starting DEWEY MARTIN ALDO RAY ANN COLLINGS DEAN SMITH
and | STEWART PFTERSEN as John Sager |
PASS LIST SUSPENDED

ftofctrthinuaoillttltM OncM >i tAa HUMIT toiouK Prahai HUH KK
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College Night!
Super Specials Tonight Only
from 7p.m. to 10p.m.
our regular

§l.7v

stro
only $1-

■fco -your door or in the Store
minimum for delivery—$1.70
FREE DELIVERY

JWLIAIS
•PIZZA • SOBS • SW»H ETTJ
lo<HS-/AAiN,B.Cf.

PH.*S2-757.

1 GROUP-CURRENT SEASON
SPECIAL SELECTION
FAMOUS MAKER

JUNIOR SWEATERS

FAMOUS MAKER

JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR
Includes: Tops, sweaters and slacks.

REG. '13

Long sleeve crew
necks in solids
stripes.

ALL
Save '36 on our

ASSORTED

JUNIOR DRESSES
Short dresses, long dresses and pant
suits. Assorted styles and colors.

NOW

OFF

SUEDE JACKET
Dark Brown suede smartly trimmed
with leather and sherpa lined for
warmth. Sizes 7 to 15.

PRICE
ONLY

Come...Shop our many unadvertised specials!
105 S. Main St. - Downtown Bowling Green — Next to Uhlmans
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school
and
another
section gives a complete

Psych majors
get handbook
He said that ideas and
inemos
fiom
the
department's
faculty
aided him in writing the

There is always a lirsl
time for everything ami
this year is no except ion
For the first lime evei
the
University
psychology department
has come out with a
handbook to facilitate all
tin d e r g r a d u a t e

information that can't he
lntiti.l
in the college

TWENEY
said
the
handbook
has
been
mailed
lo ail
undergraduate
psychology
students and that most
should have received it
by now. Any student
who docs not have a
handbook but would like
one should go to the
main psychology office

catalog "
Dr. Tweney said the

on the second floor of
the psychology building

handbook

and get one. he said.
There has been very
little feedback on the

designed
W
acquaint
psychology students with
smile ol the options that
are available to them and
"to help them plan llien
major." Dt. Tweney said.
"The handbook contains

psychology, is Ihe man
responsible foi writing
the
"Handbook
lot
Psychology Majors "
Dt. Tweney Hid he
wrote the handbook on
his own lime bet auic
"there were a lot ol
comments on this need
last year" He said that
Psi Chi-the psychology
interest organization and
honorary-mentioned
that a handbook might
be useful to the itudcnti

Informs the

students what to look
forward 10 In psychology
studies
and
describes
be available lo Ihem with
,t degree In the field.
A
section
In
the
handbook gives students

handbook so far, Dr.
Tweney
noted.
but
added that ho would
appreciate
any
comments, criticisms or
suggestions for improving

ait insight into graduate

the handbook.

what types ol jobs may

Mark Dom

Here's a quick quiz for
fans of science-fiction name all
the successful
"sci-fi" TV shows you can
remember. Not as simple as
it seems, is it'.'
Obviously,you must have
named "Star Trek." But if
you'll recall, the Starshtp
hnlcrprise only completed
three years of its five year
mission "to seek out new
worlds and boldly go where
no man has gone before."
The great popularity that
"Star
Trek"
has
been
enjoying
did
not come
about until the series was
being] tcrun on a daily basis.
In addition to "Star Trek."
your list probably includes
"The Outer Limits." "The
Planet of the Apes" and
"The Time Tunnel." all
lasting little more than one

season each. Also on the list
might be "Voyage to the
Bottom of the Sea" and
"Lost
in
Space." Both
miraculously
lasted
four
years.
The point of all of this is
that
science-fiction
on
television
is
a
tricky
business and not a safe bei
that someone would want
to sink a lot ot money into
ODDLY ENOUGH, this
is what has happened m the
case
of
"Space: 1999,"
television's latesl foray into
the unknown worlds ol
science-fiction. Independent
Television Corporation of
England (ITC), has invested
S6.S
million
into
"4
episodes, obviously hoping
to catch the fancy of the
"Trekkics" with elaborate
sets, special effects, stylistic
costumes
and
big name
stars.
(Martin
Landau,
Barbaia Bain and Barry

His
scenes
of
space
shuttles
skimming
unexplored
planets
arc
visually exciting - especially
il you are watching in color.
Johnson's
sets
are
also
elaborate, and you can see
thai much work went into
their
detail
and
construction.
Sadl). KuJi Gcmreich,
the
costume
designei
notorious
in
the
early
I960's
for
Ins
topless
bikinis, did not seem is
inspired in Ins "Moon City"
costuming
for
"Space:
1999."
I he
costumes
closel)
resemble
the
pullovers worn by the crew
of the U.S.S. Enterprise in
"Stai Trek."
THE PLOT OK "Space
1999"
concerns
the
mhahituiits ot
Moonbase

Alpha m the year 1999. In
"Breakaway."
the
first
episode, a nuclear stockpile
on the moon's surface had
reached a critical level of
fusion,
which eventually
threw the moon out of the
Earth's orbit and into an
erratic
flight
path
throughout the universe.
Strangely
enough.

whatever became of the
Earth
after the
moon's
disappearance
was
nevet
accounted for. leaving me to
wondct wlui became of the
strange planet
Landau portrays Alpha
Base
Commander
John
Koenig, and Bain plays the
moonbase's chief medico.
Barry Morse, who as Lt.
Phillip Gerard pursued "The
Fugitive" for four years.

portrays

professor

Vfctoi

Bergman, a "mad" scientist

not far removed fiom the
Dr.
Zarkov
of
"Flash
Gordon."
Though the dialogue and
plots ol the illree successive
episodes ol "Space: 1999"
were not very inspiring and
the characterizations of the
three protagonists totally
deficient, the show's main
selling point seems to be
embodied in the spectacular
special effects
Now. if the writers can
only get together with the
technicians, we may see a
satisfying.
science-fiction

successful
series
on

television foi a long run.
"Space 1999" still has 20
episodes
remaining
this
season lo prove its worth.
"Space
1999" can be
seen jt 7 p.m. Saturday
nights
on
channel
WDIIO. folcdo.

24.
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Review By

students

handbook
THE HANDBOOK is

psychology students.
Dr.
Ryan
Tweney
associate
profcssoi
ol

Sci-Fi returns to TV

description
of
the
psychology building as
well as the department's
approach to advising.
The
handbook
also
shows the different areas
of
concentration
available to psychology

ill

ITC. the Moody good

h'ANT AN ESCAPE?*

Englishmen who have given
America
some
of
the
freshest TV programming in
shows like "The Avengers,'
"The
Saint"
and
"The
Prisoner,"

• has employed

Brian Johnson, the special
effects expert ol "2001 A
Space Oddyssey." to do the
lame |oh here

And he has

COME TO THE

Sigma Nu

in

FRATERNITY
OPEN HOUSE
Thurs. 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. §
ALL ELIGIBLE MEN ARE WELCOME.

REFRESHMENTS
PROVIDED
Pir—ss^B—aciPii—— in

&WW
532 EAST WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
352-3551
FREE DELIVERY
ROUND Ml Nil
SM
M
I 1,0 .TOO ? 60
I "'-' ■' "" '■*•
.•-•0 3.10 J.'O
7-SO 3.45 4.20

ITEM
,,, Ms
J III MS

IKH'RS

4ITI MS
■' "' ■' ■'"
SI'l I IAI.
3.?5 4..'5 5 00
I X I IIA III MS 40
45
50
, HOII I HI I 11 MS
PI PPI HIINI. MAM. MUSHROOMS.
BACON, ORI I N PI PPI il. oNu'NJ
IAMHUHIH R, ANCMOVES.4
II Al IAN SAUSAOI

MTU

III KM

l-S

II-.' AM

SUN

4 1 AM

J.IO
J.60
3 10
3.45
3.80
4 30

BGSU Karate Club: Goiu-Kai practice session Rm. South
Gym, Women's Bldg. 7-9 p.m.

* 1.39

MEATBALL SUB

How to Interpret your computei output Seminar Rm.
220 Math-Sci. Bldg. 4 p.m.

CHOICE OF DRESSING
*1.39

M.39

ITALIAN
1000 ISLANDS
FRENCH

SFIiVf l> IIOIA ( ill 11

Need ride to O.U. on Oct. 9
or 10. Joyce. 2-5031.

*.65

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
FROM 4 P.M.

••
••
;S

M-W

•:
?S

T-SUN

Ride
wanted:
Madison.
Wise. Sat. Oct. 18. Barbara,
352-0641, 10:30 p.m.
LOST AND FOUND

U

LOST: One watch between
Prout Hall and Haishman
Quad. $5 reward for return.
Call 3721238.

•«

••
•■

GREG ZORNES & MARK HETRICK

LOST:
Two
rings
in
Life-Sci. Bldg. second floor
girls
restroom.
Call
352-6883. REWARD.

CHUCK JOHNSON

I!
BEER AVAILABLE BY GLASS OR PITCHER. WINE AVAILABLE BY GLASS-LITER,
HALF-LITER, MIXED DRINKS AND CORDIALS AVAILABLE FROM THE BAR

$I. OFF j

$.75 OfF

LOST: Texas instrument SR
10
electronic
sliderule
calculator. Was left in the
University
bookstore
Wednesday
Oct.
10th.
Sometime between 314. If
found please call 352-0405.

14.
Hall.

Forget Me Not Christian
Bookstore,
Portage,
OH
Open Tues.-Sat 9:30-5:30.

WANTED
Inexperienced typist(s) to
type novel. 352-8787. 9-11
a.m.
F. rmmte. for 75-76 school
yr. $67/mo. 352-6086.
1 f. rmmt. needed win. qli.
Cheap rent, call Cheryl.
352-1305.
Grad student needs t. to
share 2 bdrm. turn. apt..
$115/mo., incl. utll. Good
spot.
1
fm.
352-8796.

im.

1 to share
352-7043.

1

$65/mo.

bdrm.

apt

Am in independent study
program need slides. Mel,
2-1245.
PERSONALS

BEER AND WINE AVAILABLE FOR CARRY OUT

00

Freshman
basketball
tryouts
Tues.
Oct.
Organizational meeting at 6:30 p.m. Memorial
Problems or into, call 2-2401.

RIDES

•#••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••#••••••9
••

Free!! Lube |Ob with every
oil change and filter. 15%
discount on all accessories
foi students, faculty, and
staff. Call for appt. Butler's
Amoco,
175
Woostei,
352-9090.

University Performing Dancers meet tonight 6:30-8:30
p.m. Rm. 302 Women's Bldg.

TOSS SALADS

HAM & CHEESE SUB

The OXFORD House tor
men and women campus
clothing
needs.
518
E.
Wooster
across
tiom
Founders.

45

INC.Mt Oil NTS I OH SIM CIAI
P( P.. MUSH.. HAM. C.R. PI PPI R
BACON. ONION.& ANCHOVIES

SUBMARINES

ITALIAN SUB

1 III 1 \l
1 III M
2 1 II MS
3 UIMS
4 HEMS
SPI , IAI
I XI HA ITEMS

SERVICES OFFERED

$.50 OFF

L_

Medical College ot Ohio
student
available
for
tutoring. 352-4513 ask for
Mike.

Sigma Phi Epsilon MUD
TUG 4:00 Friday, Sterling
Farm. Get psyched!

Piano lessons. Miami King,
call 352-2766.

We
service; motorcycles,
auto's,
trucks,
mufflers,
Dishop Motors, 18039 N.
Dixie Hwy.

Alterations done my home,
480 Lehman Apt. 107 Jan
Cusano. 352-0550.

Both AWB LP'S only $3.49
at FINDER'S thf» week
only!

'67
Dodge
Dart.
Good
shape. Call 352-4057 alter
4.
3 speed bike for sale,
Reasonable. Call after 5.
352-6093.
1969 TR6 excellent cond.
Good gas mileage, yellow
w/bl. Blutton, 358-2788.
Huffs
used
furniture,
catering to college crowd.
Open evenings from 6-9.
Rudolph. Ohio 686-3251.
73 Pinto Runabout 2000cc
$1800. 4 speed disc. 30-35
mpg. 353-4011.

Attention
sophomore
WOMEN: If you had a 3.5
pt. average any quarter of
the 74-75 year, you are
eligible for Alpha Lambda
Delta, the freshmen honor
society. If you have not
already been contacted stop
by 425 Student Services by
Oct 15

Phase Linear 400 amp. used
3 times. 3 wks. old, 3 yr.
warranty. 352-1963.

YOO-HOO New WHO at
Finder's
Records.
only
$3.99.

Siberian
Huskie
Puppies.
125.00
Must
see
to
appreciate. 686-4705.

Stadium View Party Room
and the DU's make for a
great, great tea-Thanks for
the booze, and the fun •
signed the Alpha Phi's!

1969 Buick LaSabre. $650.
352-0249 evenings.

Buy your disc, tickets tor
Kent
game
Student
Activities office. Reg. $4.00
NOW $3.50. 2-2151.
The Brothers of Kappa Sig
would
like to say the
breakfast
was
great
on
Saturday. Thanks
to the
Little Sis's.
WOMEN'S CLUB BAZAAR
Homemade lunch! Soup,
sandwiches,
pies,
coffee,
baked
goods,
plants,
flowers, crafts, gifts, white
elephants. Fri. Oct. 10, 9
a.m. to 7 p.m. COME &
JOIN THE FUN.

'68 yellow Opal, 4 speed.
352-2232. Call after 5.

1971 BSA 650 cycle, stock.
6.600 mi A-l. Must sell.
Willdicker 372-1446. New
tire, cables, chain, valve job.
The Plant Lady: Big &
Little, common & unusual
plants.
Custom
soil
mixtures. Wood & macrame
hangers.
Special:
potted
mums & indoor strawberry
plants.
$1.25
302
S.
Summit,
open
10 a.m.
Tues.-Sat.
FOR RENT
1 bdrm. completely furn.,
a/c, near campus. $155/mo.
all util. paid except electric.
Ph. 352-8035.
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In the 'pits' —
Conklin keeps communication flowing
By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor
For years the Falcon football program experienced a lack
of communication between the members of the offensive
line.
Instead of buying expensive speakers and a network of
complicated gadgets to correct the problem, coach Don
Nehlen recruited Mark Conklin four years ago. Conklin has
not shut up since.
Conklin, starting left guard on the undefeated Falcon
grid squad, is number one when it comes to talking. There
is nothing he will not talk about and it almost takes an act
of Congress to keep him quiet.
Conklin, with his gift of gab rivaling the infamous
Howard Cosefl himself, keeps the free flow of

UPPER CLASS WOMEN
(Jrs., Sr«., & Grad»)

Confused about what you 7/ be commencing
after commencement? A Women's Life Planning
Group is being offered where you can explore
your feelings and ideas about yourself and what
lies ahead. We will meet every Tuesday, 3-5,
beginning Oct. 14. Contact Gwen Sereno.
2-2081. at the Counseling Center.

LAS,\LLE"S

GREAT BOOK
,0

40 %
80% OFF
**N$..49 to 22.98
Published at $3.00 to $75
•Famous Publishers
•Books for Entiro Family
•Brand Now Books
•Subjects A to Z

Large selection of Adult Books
Choose from Art*Cooking*Homemaking
«Gardening«Nature*Antiques*History
•Nostalgia. PoetryClassics* Collectors
ltems*ano>Children's Books*

GIGANTIC SPECIALS
waDlt.i'i Encyclopedic Dictionary
A Study of History: ABrlrJoM lvoi E
Complft. Workt of Shak.tp.ar.
World's Mythology In Color
Mlchaal Angalo
Spain: A Hlltory In Art
M.NICO: A Hlltory In AM
Graat Art Tr.aturM In
Amarlca't MuHumi
Tha Baauty of Amarlca in
Graat Anwlcan Art
Th. U.S.A. by Ivan T. Sandanon
Tha Baauty of tha Outdoor world
Biblical Mythl and Mylt.rlM
Jarolantky Haadt and Facai Madltations
A Study of Hlltory by Arnold Toynba.
Tha Qraat Lakat: North Amarlca'i
Inland Sa»

RFC.

SALE

39.95
39.00
10.00
22.00

11.9S
14.9S
4.99
10.98
3.99
12.95
12.93

a.oo

30.00
30.00

19.93

3.99

13.99
19.99
12.99
9.00
49.00
29.99

3.99
3.99
2.98
3.99
14.98
14.98

19.99

9.98

communication going throughout a ball game.
His efforts are just one reason why the Falcons Ittnd 4-0
to date this season.
"I*m talking all the time-in the huddle, when we go up
to the line." Conklin said '"I am always laying soinolliing.
"We (front linemen) have always got to keep talking.
That has been our key 10 success this year, S111J01 (ceniet
Steve) likes to have people talk to him. If no one talks to
him, he thinks we're mad at him 01 something. But I don't
have any trouble because I like to talk."
"Opie." as he is bettci known, concedes thai the
offensive line receives little publicity.
However, self-satisfaction, a key block 01 watching a
running back dash down field foi a long gam ot touchdown
is sufficient gratification.
"RECOGNITION doesn't bother us so much." Conklin
said, speaking for the front line. "We just gel satisfaction
from getting the job done
"For example, in the Dayton game we had one back.
Dan Saleet. 'un for over 200 yaids and another, Dave
Preston, lun for around 150 That's great! then efforts
makes us look good." he added
"I don't care who we're playing, il sou can help gel two
backs over 100 yards, you're doing good." Conklin said.
The b-3. 21.'pound guard fromWeiterville li the liisl to
admit his si/e and weight hinder him Ycl working on speed
to overcome his physical disability has been his biggest
asset.
"I'm the smallest guy on the offensive line." Conklin
said. "I don't have the upper hods strength eilliei But I do
get off the ball well
"I think it is my quickness thai makes me good. I leel
like I'm bugging, but if it weren't foi ihat, I probably
wouldn't be starting.
"THE OFFENSIVE line is the hardest position to learn,"
he said. "You have to learn how In block and which wa) w
block-and who not to block, too," lie taid laughingly
"We help each othei up front, and again, it's ihal
communication between us."
There is more to life up front in the pus than liisl
friendly gestures of communication Personal satisfaction
comes in many forms. Conklin explained.

HIGH
HIGH
Club
members
ski
Aspen,
Vail,
Steamboat,
Jackson
HIGH
Hole, the Summit, and
Europe, at extremely
HIGH
low group rates. You
must
call
or write
HIGH
NOW
to
ski
this
winter.
HIGH
ROCKY
MOUHTAIH HIGH
' 0 MI 137 IMUm MM 44IS1. H. 2I*-1M 4JJ5

L66K AT THESE
AT
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER]

Talkative guard Mark Conklin (661

Booters whip Western Michigan
By Norm Baker
Staff Writer
Bowling
Green's
unbeaten
soecei
team
extended its winning streak
lo three games yesterday as
Ihc Falcons edged Western
Michigan Unlversit) (WMU),

2-1.

Senioi iri captain Sieve
Cabalka opened the game's
scoring on BG's liisi shot on
goal Cabalka lobbed the
hall ovei a WMU delendei
and then tin.'J a 20-yard
shot pasi all MAC goalie
Dale lleiheiingion.
BG, novi out nmc a .'-0-2
overall record, look a 2-0
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CORNER OF BIDC.E a IHUBSTON
ACROSS FROM MeOONALD DORM

plants, bikes, health food;
stop in & browse!
HOURS
l 9:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
daily

PHONE
352-9157

fust halt lead as sophomore
ken Hendershoti converted
on a penall) kick following
an obstruction call against
Western, li was the Hudson,
0. native's fifth goal of llic
season.
BUT AN Identical call
againil Bowling Green less
than a minute latei gave ihc
Broncos a penalt) kick
Western
forward
Boh
rUeksov scored on the kick
lo narrow the falcons' lead
to one,
Bui shutout goaltending
the rest ol the way by' 1st;
|uniui lorn Doriety gave the
falcons then third victory
oi i he season,

f>
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"We played extremely
well
considering
the
roughness ol the game." BG
lead
coach
Mickey
Cochrane said
Western
Michigan was
called foi almost twice as
mans I,mis .is BG. WMU
had 18 i.mis to the Falcons'
20

" I Ins was ■ much belter
tame lot us than was

Miami." added Cochrane.
Cochrane will, now lake
his
unbeaten
team
to
rowson, Md this weekend
as (he Falcon hooters play
al noon Saturday against an
eastern
power.
Towson
State

- FEATURING Ch.u Brmk'il Slcdks and
l hups.

i nil

COUTM

' •mlly

Dinner
1? VAHIt- HES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
open rim, thru Sit. ':30-K
Sunday* ;: 30-7:00

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

BEER U POP

Poetry - Classics
Sale $1.50 A 1.98
Published at $3.00 to 3.95

CONKLIN MAY nevei win an) awards foi Ins talkative
tactics on the front line, but maintaining a free flow of
communication might be the key to a Mid-American
Conference championship this season foi the Falcons

SKI?

COLLECTOR'S ITEMS
Famous Authors

"I don't think there is anyone on the front hue who
doesn't like to hit. I love to hit," he said of Ins othei love
besides talking.
"There was a guy foi Western Mulligan last week who
was about I'H) pounds and me and StU (Studer) reall) put
him up like a ikaieboard-flying. I hit him low and Stu hit
him high. Bo>. we reall) blew him out
"It sounds kind of barbaric, Inn that't the name of the
game- hilling If II weren't pail ol the fame pan of oui
job-then we wouldn't be there."
OFF THE held, communication in the tangerine-colored
walls of the falcon locket room prevails m brother!)
gestures among all linemen and othei team members
"I CUM real close lo sh.i\iiie in> head." t'oukhn said
"Gene (Jones) and Core) (Cunningham) went first ami Stu
and 1 thought about doing it loo," Conklin taid
"1 was thinking ol a Mohawk 01 having i "B" on one side
and a "G" on the other With a big "66" on the hack." he
jested.
"Steele (Tommy), Horansky (Mark) and George
(Obrovac) were going to gel clipped, but George didn't
want to. W'c weie almost going io wrestle George, put him
on ihc flooi and clip il oif loi him," Conklin said of the
0-4. 243-pound Obrovac.
"It's a surprising thing, Stu said he wasn't going lo shave
his head this year, the insi ume In foui years Stu ma) have
gone conservative on thai issue, but he's still the same craz)
Stu." he said

Pncet good thru

RINK'S
ANTI-FREEZE
1 GALLON

SUM

Oct. 12

™ i

NOW ONIV

88

$4.88 I

FACING EAST
by Jack Levine and James Michener
Writings and Portfolio
of beautiful etchings
Published $500°° Sale 49.95
Limited Edition

STORAGE
CHEST

NOW ONLY

MEN'S
SOCKS

.69

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
The Vantage Point: Perspectives
of the Presidency 19P3 to 1969
Published at $15.00 Sale $1.00
Lady Bird Johnson:
A White House Diary
Published at $ 10.95

MEN'S
SHORT SLEEVE
SHIRTS

NOW ONLY

UNDERSHIRTS
PAK OF 3

NOW ONLY

FUNNN
NNNEEE
IN CONCERT !!!
NOV 9 al 8:30 p.m.
B.G.'s ANDERSON ARENA
Tickets $4.50/5.50/6.50 On sale at B.G. Ticket
Office • B.G. Students $1 otf with identification.

Vl Price on all
PIZZA & SUBS

Sale $ 1.00

Children's Books

MEN'S
UNDERWEAR
PAK OF 3

NOW ONLY

■ alconi izza

Sale
59 c to $3.98
Published at 75< to 7.95
BOOKS
SECOND FLOOR
SHOP LASALLE*S:
MON, THURS..& FRI. 9:45 - 9
TUES.. WED..& SAT. 9:45-5.30
SUNDAY 12-5

GRrY
DISCOUNT

DRUG STORES
Complete Prescription Service
Lei Grays hll vour Prescription

ttSilSL

516 E. Wooster
From

MAGICAL...MIRACLE...MANDY MAN
SAT., NOV. 1 at 8:30 p.m.

5:00 p.m. To 9:00 p.m.

TOLEDO MASONIC AUDITORIUM

This offer not good on Deliver
Call ahead for Pick-Ups

Tickets $4/5/6 - Phone 419/472-1157
Central Travel and Ticket

352-1506
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Sink ready to make Olympic bid
By BUI Eitep
Assistant Sports Editor
There was a familiar face
touring the Bowling Green
cross country course Friday
during the Falcons" dual
meet wilh Ohio University.
It was Sid Sink, former
Falcon (rack and cross
country all-American who is
on a comeback trail thai
ultimately may lead, in the
1976 Olympic Games.
Sink, competing under
meet conditions for the first
lime in over a year, lied lor
first place in the six-mile
open division race with
Falcon Bob Lunn in 32:34.
"I fell pretty good but I
was awfully tired at the
end," Sink said. "I'm nol
used to the pain ol running
a race and I'm lacking a lot
of speed work."
Sink,
who
may
bf

1972 Olympic berth in the
5,000 meters fall a mere 30
yards short.
"The top three finishers
al Ihe Olympic trails went
lo Munich," Sink said. "I
was 30 yards from third and
gaining
but I ran oul of
room. I also competed in
Ihe steeplechase but I
bombed oul and finished
llth."
"I nowjusl wanl logel in
good enough shape lo give
Ihe Olympic trials another
shot in June," he said. "Bui
if I don't make il I won't be
as disappointed as in'72."
As often happens to
superb
college
athletes
following graduation, Sink's
lifestyle has been dominated
the last three years by
outside
interests
and
injuries.
"I Ihoughl I hurt my
back filling weights Ihe year

remembered
more
as
Olympic gold medal winner
Dave Woltle's roommate his
senior season than for his
own efforts, left a landmark
on the Falcon running scene
thai
may
never
be
surpassed.
Upon arriving al Bowling
Green in 1967, the lanky
distance
ace
earned
all-American honors three
limes each in cross country,
indoor and outdoor track.
After earning an extra
year of eligibility for the '72
indoor
campaign,
Sink
paced BG lo a second place
finish at Ihe NCAA Indoor
Championships
with
a
first-place' finish in ihe two
mile. He also ran a leg on
Ihe winning distance medley
relay.
Sink, who still holds six
indoor and outdoor school
records, saw his bid for a

after Munich," he said.
"Then
my leg started
bothering me and il began
lo tighten up when I ran. I
jusl couldn't maintain my
normal, fluid stride."
Sink said ihe injury
forced him lo completely
haul) his running for a six
month period last year
before he paid ihe Cleveland
Clinic a visit in May.
"I saw an orthopedic
surgeon who thought my
problem might be because
my right leg is one-half inch
shorter than my left," Sink
said. "He told me lo wear
lifts in my right shoe lo
correct the situation. I'll
probably wear them Ihe rest
of my life."
Following
a
gradual
buildup of nearly four
months,
Sink
now
is
running about IIS miles a
week
and
occasionally

works oul wiili ihe Falcon
varsity.
"I'm still nol back in the
grind, bul I jusl want lo
slay
healthy."
Sink
explained. "If I can gel hack
and run will) a group or
individually, il relieves the
tenseness or pressures of the
day."
Sink, a special education
instructor
a!
Elmwood
Junior
High School *in
nearby Jerry City, claimed
thai there are more things
that
change
his
daily
schedule than ever before.
"I ran ihe first year I
taught, bul 1 wasn't relaxed
with my workouts." he said.
"Now I'm more relaxed
with leaching and enjoy
running again. I was going
lo lake this whole year off
and train for the Olympics,
bul
I
jusl
couldn't
financially afford it."

Sink said thai he would
like to run in as many open
races as possible during the
next year.
"I would like lo run at
Ihe all-Ohio and AAU cross
country Ineets this fall," he
said. "The
AAU meet
doesn't mean all thai much
bul I want to gel back into
good competition and gel
my confidence back.
"I'd also like lo get back
into ihe indoor surface on
Ihe boards and run." Sink
said. "I'd like lo gel lo run
competitively every week of
the season, bul it's doubtful
By the start of Ihe outdoor
season I'll know what my
Olympic chances are."

Gridders suspend Bro wn
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor

Former nine-lime Falcon track and cross country
all-American Sid Sink (left) and Bowling Green's Bob
Lunn (right) run aide-by-fide during last Friday's
six-mile open division race. Both finished in a first
place tie with a time of 32:34. (Newsphoto by Dick
Kaverman)

Dave Brown, the Falcon
football
team's
starting
middle guard and leading
tackier, will not play against
Toledo Saturday afler Ihe
team, in a special meeting
before yesterday's practice.

Women spikers open
By Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor
A young Bowling Green
women's vqlleyball learn
opens ils season al 10 a.m.
Saturday
wilh
a
quadrangular meet
with
College
of
Wooslcr.
Cedarville College and Ohio
Northern University. The
meet will be in Anderson
Arena.
"I can't tell you how this
season is going lo go yet,"
said Falcon mentor Pat
Peterson. "The girls have
enthusiasm,
dedication,
potential...
and
inexperience."

Experience is what Ihe
BG spikers will seek logain.
The Falcons lost six of last
year's players, leaving only
two experienced slarlcrs on
the learn.
BOWLING GREEN also
has a heiglh problem. The
women on the learn arc
either all very tail or very
short,
so
Peterson
is
specializing
in
people
playing either back or front
court.
"We'll have good heiglh
in the front courl Ihis year
and thai should improve our
offense and defense," she
said.

Field hockey
squad splits
The Falcon women's field hotkey team's record stands at
1-1-1 after a weekend tournament al Sauk Valley Farm in
Brooklyn, Mich.
Members of last year's field hockey team played al Sauk
Valley Farm during whal BG coach Carol Durentini called a
"conditioning weekend."
BG STARTED out strong, shilling out Ball State
Univetsily 2-0. Mary Jo Beers scored both goals for ihe
Falcons while goalie Lynn Crane had eight saves.
DePauw University terminated Ihe Falcon win streak at
one by winning a 2-0 decision. Crane had 10 saves wilh
assists by Cindy McDonald and Terri Fair.
Two seemed to be the number of the weekend as BG
finished the tournament in a 2-2 lie with Illinois State
University.
Goals were scored by Susan Bosniak and Cheryl Baker
while Crane recorded eight saves in goal.
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If You Like Pisanello's...

"We should have some
good malches this weekend
and il will be one of the few
opporlunilies that student!
will get lo sec us play al
home." I'eteison added. "I
think the more competition
we have under our bells. Ihe
more
we're
going
to
improve."
The junior varsily Icain
will make ils delnii Tuesday
when both Ihe "A" and "B"
learns
meet
Defiance
College in Anderson Arena.
Peterson described Defiance
as an impioving learn.
"We'll have a strong JV
team tins year with I lot ol
experienced players as well
as
some
good
young
players." Pelerson said.

Basketball
An
organizational
meeting for freshman
basketball is set for 6:30
p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 14
and nol Oct. 16 as
reported in yesterday's
News.
All interested men are
urged lo attend the
meeting in
Anderson
Arena.

me he would abide by the
team's decision, whatever il
would be."

voted lo suspend him for a
week.
The situation arose alter
Brown
missed
practice
Monday and Tuesday for
what he called "a conflict*'
between himself and the
coaches.
However. Brown said he
was willing to return lo Ihe
team if they accepted him
back. But learn members
voled to suspend him for
Saturday's
MidAmerican
Conference (MAC) clash
wilh Toledo and have him
return to practice Monday.

•THAT'S
JUST
the
penalty the learn decided."
Falcon
co-captain
and
starting center Steve Studcr
said. "I don'l think the
decision will change, but we
definitely wanl him back
(after Ihe suspension)."
Brown said he "was more

Thousands ol Topics

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
11377 IDAHO AVE . « 706
kOS ANGELES, CALIF 90076
(7131 477 8*74
Out (timer, papers art sold lor
(•irjicb purposes only

ABORTION
"Tlie reason I came back
was for the learn, it wasn't
for my personal pride." he
said. "I came back lo play
for the team because I wanl
the team to win."

Fact Line
372-2445

"I
DECIDED thai I
would apologi/e to the
players loi missing practice.
(I would) try lo explain to
Ihe players thai I had a
misunderstanding wilh the
coaches, which I did. and
told them that if they
accepted me on the learn,
I'll play for them, line."
Brown said last evening.
Bul Brown said he was
"very disappointed" in his
teammates for asking him lo
give up playing a conference
game.
Mead coach Don Nehlen
said he gave the players Ihe
responsibility of deciding
Brown's talc.
"I'd like lo have him. bul
ihe team decision will
slick," Nehlen said. "My
feeling is simple. Dave told

203 N. Main
^1

352-5166
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Don't Mill Our
Demonstrations
SAND ART
Friday 1-5 p.m.
MACRArVE
Saturday 1-5 p.m.

CREWEL AND NEEDLEPOINT

tCi)e

lOi N MAIN

Open Sun. thru Thurs. 4:30 p.m.-l a.m.
Fri. & Sat. 4:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
Free Delivery

Jfrctuf) Snot
OUT-SEXESTVWYTHING
lYOU WANTED TO KNOW

"Where Today'* Hobbies
Become Tomorrow's
Heirlooms"

101 S. Main

Over 533,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000 Current list ol
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975

[ ] I am enclosing S9.95 plus $1 00 lor postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHPS SOURCES TO:
Name
AHHrp<«
City
State
(California resident* please add 6\ Mitt tax.]

Zip

: WHEN:
I

SATURDAY NITE OCT. 11 8:00 P.M. -1 2:00 A.M. '
FOLLOWING THE TU-BG FOOTBALL GAME

WHERE: THE HYDRAULIC ROOM - 2 BLOCKS SOUTH
OF FOUNDERS ON THE CORNER
OF LEHMAN & MANVILLE
(NEAR OLD GREYHOUND BUS STATION.)

$1 COVERS ALL THE BEER YOU CAN
DRINK AND BOWLING GREEN'S
FINEST SOUND SYSTEM
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT BRAD PILZ 352-0735

j*

Klotz Flower Farm

\¥r

NAPOLEON & S COLLEGE RDS.

";

this
f/r/s week s special:

SPIDER ARALIA
SP/I

reg 89' now 49'
LARGEST SELECTION
IN TOWN!

• ••LOCKER ROOM***
••COLLEGE NITE SALE.'**!
•••OPEN 7-1Q TONIGHT!-***
reg. $4.95

sab $3.50

BUTWIN NYLON WARMUP JACKETS (lined)
reg. $13.95 sale* 10.95

FRUIT OF THE LOOM
LONG SLEEVE PULLOVER
KNIT SHIRTS
r»g.$4.95

PAsian Roots and Student Activitioi
present
a multi media presentation

EDUCATION IN CHINA
by
Ann Tompkins'and Wang Yo Hwa,
members of the U.S. China
Peoples Friendship
Association of San Francisco,
recently returned from China.
QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD
ON ANY ASPECT OF
LIFE IN CHINA FOLLOWS.

taU $2.99
EVERYONE WELCOME

* HOURS
* 8-5 M- SAT

352-3141

i ALL CAMPUS PARTY j
'33300,000
:
SPONSORED BY
:
Unclaimed
SOUND ENTERPRISES:
:
s
Scholarships jCAMPUS

CLAY POTS
& SAUCERS

Now Open For Your Pleasure.

Be sure to visit our store
for an introduction to
the Wonderful World
of Hobbies.

COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIALS
*. PBICE TABLE

CALL
352-5166

TRICOT MESH JERSEYS

YOU'LL LOVE THE LOFTI-

STARTS
FRIDA Y

^Bisoneffos

*■* **K "w* *w* *"A" *•' aV" *** *aV" *■*' *i* "-A* ^A' "-X' -■A' ^aV *A" *^' *
*T**
"T*' -T* **T" *X* *T*- ^** *X*^* *T*" "T* *"T"* ^T* 'f*- «^p ^r* ^* ^* •

*

TOLL FREE 9«.m.l0p.m
1 800 438 1M0

WOODY ALUM

>

*

$125oo

EAT YOUR HEART OUT

UNCLANED SCHOLARSHPS

Sod lot your uptodai*. 160
peqe. mjii oidri catalog Endow
Si 00 to cover potteor and
hendhng.

Bul unless ihe squad
reconsiders
its decision.
Brown will be a spectator
Saturday.

HOI ■ CM MUTDM tWMJ i OFT :

11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles. CA 90025

RESEARCH

than willing" lo run Ihe
conditioning drills he missed
as a punishment, but he fell
the decision lo keep him
out of Saturday's game was
unfair.

PHONE
353-8381

^+c************ *****!

PLUS 10% OFF ON EVERY
REGULARLY PRICED ITEM IN THE
STORE FROM 7-10 P.M.

J

^7 p.m. Toe*.,Oct.14 Hi South Hall r

